
 

 

 
Networking Services Used:   SMS or MMS, Social Networking 
 

1. What problems are you hoping to solve?   

While working in health care sector, we (the co-founder a Doctor)  realized that, every year thousands of people die in 
India because of lack of timely availability of blood belonging to their respective blood group during emergency, in 
elective procedure in some diseases which require regular blood transfusion. The major problem being inadequate 
inventory in blood banks, lack of availability of donors during emergency, partially due to lack of connectivity and also 
due to stringent rules for blood donations.  

We at BloodAid believe that since this problem arises from the society it can also be met by the society. Every person is 
a potential blood donor, there are some blood groups which are scarce in blood banks but donors for those groups are 
there living in the vicinity of patients in dire need, so if a platform is provided where voluntary donors in any region can 
be connected with those in need of blood in real time, we might to able to solve to get a hold on this problem.  

BloodAid was established to connect people in need of blood with donors living in their cities; through BloodAid we 
provide voluntary donors a platform where they can register and where people needing blood can search them, 
according to their blood type and location. Also, by connecting donors and spreading blood requests dynamically 
through social media presence on Twitter and Facebook.  

Our endeavor is to reduce the number of deaths attributed to the paucity of blood especially during emergency 
situations like major operations, accidents, emergency situations like blasts, quakes etc. and also to check the menace of 
selling blood, which is a despicable practice and  a profession for many.  

Currently BloodAid though is being used all over India, it is limited to people who have access to internet, email and 
social media. We plan to enhance its reach by making downloadable apps,  we are looking forward to reach out to the 
greater part of the Indian populace. 

2. How has technology helped to solve this problem? What devices does your solution run on?”   

BloodAid is an online portal with presence in Social Media, @BloodAid, and Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/bloodaid1. Donors can register on the website www.bloodaid.com as well as get 
information about latest donation requests in their city through the #BloodAid hash tag on twitter.  Social Media was an 
integral part of our strategy since the conception of the idea of BloodAid. Although we have a database of donors on our 
website which is also being updated but, recently with the explosion of social media , requests  are posted 
simultaneously  on twitter and Facebook after confirming the veracity of  blood request as well as the location and 
contact number of the attendant so that donors can get in touch.  

http://www.bloodaid.com/
http://twitter.com/BloodAid
https://www.facebook.com/bloodaid1
https://www.facebook.com/bloodaid1
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BloodAid has a testimonials section of Facebook. But we don’t specifically ask patients to confirm if donors have 
responded to their request  although we have numerous examples of patient's loved ones calling the volunteers after 
receiving blood from donors as well as donors confirming it by themselves.  

3. Where is this solution being used? What company provides the networking service in your area?   

 The solution is being used all across India. Usually 
#bloodaid assists patients who are in dire need of 
blood donation but there have been instances in 
recent years like the Mumbai blasts of 2011 and 
more recently Hyderabad blasts where 
Bloodaid.com assisted patients and their loved 
ones by updating in real time the blood requests 
from various hospitals in the city .  

BloodAid has been mentioned in National as well 
as International media.  

 

 

 

4. Describe the current and future reach of your program. How can it be scaled to reach a wider audience?   

Currently BloodAid reaches its audience through social media and through www.bloodaid.com. On an average, we post 
around 3-4 blood requests every day, so even by a very conservative estimate in the last two years or so since blood aid 
has been running we have saved or played a small part in saving around 700-800 lives across India. Currently, according 
to retweetrank.com BloodAid’s global rank is 101,916 (aprrox. 98.11 percentile). 

In pursuit of  its core mission to easily and speedily connect with donors , we are initiating steps to diversify BloodAid as 
a one stop platform on social media , which will enhance its reach across various organizations maintaining independent 
online databases of blood donors as well as blood banks , so that a request coming across any of our partner 
organizations will immediately get broadcasted to our network reflecting it across all these databases so that nearest 
willing donor can easily be routed to the patient. We hope that this system when in place will reduce redundancy and 
make the whole process swifter. We are also trying to simplify volunteer involvement in the project, so that the process 
of verifying incoming requests can be accelerated. 

If we can have a common platform for various partners where donors can update their donation status as well in real 
time, we can exponentially increase our reach as well as effectiveness.  

5. If you are one of the winning entries, how will you use the award money?    

We will use the money to start BloodAid trust, the purpose of which will be to expand the operations of BloodAid, by 
hiring representatives, to check and authenticate the requests we get and manage them more effectively in real time. 
We will also use a part of the money to fund the development of our Cloud -based application. 

The much needed support from Cisco in terms of award money, if received, will also be utilized to upgrade our system 
thereby allowing easier accessibility and more widespread outreach. 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23bloodaid&src=typd

